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Abstract.
We call two shm maps completely shm homotopic
if one map is shm homotopic to a shm conjugation of the other.
It is proved that there is a one-to-one correspondence between completely shm homotopy classes of shm maps on /f-spaces and base
point free homotopy classes of maps on their classifying spaces.

1. Introduction. In [1], Anderson proved that for discrete groups G
and G, the reduced classifying functor B of Segal [3] induces a bijection
between the conjugacy classes of homomorphisms Hom(G, G)c and the
homotopy classes of maps [BG, EG]. On the other hand, Fuchs [2] proved
that for associative CW //-spaces (topological monoids with inverses) H
and H, the Dold-Lashof classifying functor B induces a bijection from
shm [//, /?]., the set of shm homotopy classes of shm maps, to
[LB/7, i»), (BH, b)], the set of base point preserving homotopy classes of
maps. Combining these two cases together, we call two maps between
associative //-spaces / and g:H^-H completely shm homotopic if there
is an inner shm map <pon H such that cpf is shm homotopic to g (for
definition of inner shm map see §2). Denote by shm [H, H]c the set of
completely shm homotopy classes of shm maps. In this paper, we prove
Theorem 1. Let H and H be associative CW H-spaces. The classifying
functor B induces a bijection from shm [H, H]c to [BH, BH].

An important step of the proof is to show that B is a well-defined map
between these two sets where we use a generalization of a theorem of

Segal [3] to shm maps.

Corollary

2. If H is connected, then shm [H, H]V^[BH, BH].

Corollary
3. The category Jí?c of associative CW H-spaces and
completely shm homotopy classes of maps is equivalent to the category F
of connected CW'-complexes and (free) homotopy classes of maps.
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Corollary 3 relates results of Anderson and Fuchs, cf. also Stasheff

[5, p. 251]. We will use the Dold-Lashof classifying functor B throughout
the paper (the classifying functor of Segal [3] will be denoted by B for
distinction).
2. Inner shm maps and completely shm homotopies.

Let H and H he

associative //"-spaces. Recall that/is a shm map from H to H iff consists
of maps fn:InxHn+1-+H for «=0, 1, • • • such that

f„(h0,t, hy,--- , tn, hn) =fn_y(- - ■, h^yhi,■■■)
ifti = 0,
= /i(«o.h>' ' '. «¿-i)/«-i(«i.U+i,•■• ,K)
if/,-1.
(Note that the tt in this definition is equivalent to 1—tt of Fuchs' definition.) We will suppress the subscript of/whenever
it is clear from the
context. Two shm maps /and g are shm homotopic, denoted by ~ shm,
if there is a continuous family of maps Kn:InXHn+1->-H for t in [0, 1]
such that K' is a shm map and K"=f, kx=g. Recall also (cf. Fuchs [2,
p. 200]) that, for shm maps /:H->-H and g:H^>-H', the composition

gf.H-^H' is definedby
(g/)o =fogo,

(gf)(h0, ty,'''

, tn, K) = g(f(K, 2ty,■■-, 2th, hh), 2th+y~ 1,
••• ,2tij+1-

l,f(hij+y,---,2tn,hn))

where tii+1, • • • , ti>+1e [¿, 1] and /, e [0, £] otherwise.
Let « be in H, h' he a homotopy inverse of « and / be a path from
identity e to hh'. The inner shm map cpK.,h_t
is a shm map from H to H with

(<Ph\h.i)n(h, ty, ■• ■, t„, K) = «'«o'Ci) • ■• l(tn-d"nhNote (q>v.nj)o looks like a conjugation. Before we prove that completely
shm homotopy, denoted by ~c, is an equivalence relation, we need a
generalization of a theorem of Fuchs [2, p. 203] whose proof is essentially
the same as that of Fuchs.

Proposition 4. The shm homotopy class of <ph.hl depends only on the
(arc-) component ofh.
It follows from Proposition 4 that the inner shm map <ph-$h,i_
is shm
homotopic to idH if n is in the identity component of H. In general, it is
not known when is cph._hlshm homotopic to idH. (If H is a discrete
abelian group, then of course each <ph-hl is idH.) For any y in the identity component and a path / from e to y, one can define a left (right)
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shm translation

LvJ
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(RvA) by (¿„.¡)n(«0, h, ■■■ , hn)=yhxl(tx) •••/>„

HRy.ùnifio,h, ■■■»K)=hAh) • • • Ky). It is obvious to show
Lemma 5.

L„ ¡ and Ry ¡ are shm homotopic to idH.

Corollary
6. The shm homotopy classes of inner shm maps on H,
under the operation of composition, form a group which is isomorphic to
Tr0iH). Consequently, completely shm homotopy is an equivalence relation.

Proof.

By Proposition 4 and Lemma 5, one only has to check
'Phï'.hï.U ° fhi'M.li

where

=

'Phi'hi'.hiht.li

lsit) = lxi2t),
if0^f = l,
= hxl2i2t- l)h[, ifi<r^l.

Q.E.D.
Corollary

7. shm (//, RXIir^iH^shm

(//, H)c.

3. The functors B and JQ.. In [3] Segal proved that, for topological
groups, the induced map of an inner automorphism on the classifying
space is (free) homotopic to the identity. We will show the same is true
for //-spaces and inner shm maps. First we observe that shm maps (perhaps
now they should be called shm functors) can also be defined between
topological categories. Let C and D be topological categories (a topological
category is a category whose morphism set is a topological space). We say/
is a shm map from C to D if f consists of maps fn:Inx Cn+X-+D for
n=0,

1, • • • where Cn4-1={x0, xx, ■• ■ , xn|x0 ■• ■xn is composable

in C}

such that
(1) fiix0, h> ' ' ". U, x¡) -fjiyo, ■• • ,y,) is composable whenever Xfj0
is composable.
(2) fniXo, * • • » Xn)=fni- ■• , Xi_xXi, ■■■) if ti = 0.

(3) f„ix0, ■■■, Xn)=fix0, •■ , Xi_x)fiXi, ■■■, X„) if t~ 1.
Then same as Sugawara [6] or Fuchs [2] shm maps induce maps between
the Dold-Lashof classifying spaces. The following theorem generalizes a

theorem of Segal [3].
Theorem 8. Let C and D be topological categories and let f, g be shm
maps from C to D. If there is a continuous map rj from \C\, object space

of C, to D such that

gAK ■• ■, K) ■Vic)= í?(c')/„(«0,■•-,«„) for all («0,/,,•■•, h„)
where c=domain hn and c'=range

h0. Then Bf~Bg.
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Proof. Consider the category CxJ where J is the ordered set {0, 1}.
Define a shm map F:CxJ-*D by letting

F„((«o, «o). h, ■■■, t», (K, aj)
= »?(c')/(«o, ty, • • ■, hn) if some af = (0, 1) the unique morphism

from 0 to 1

= /(«o, h,---,K)
= g(«o, h, ■• • , K)

if all a, = 0
ifallat = l.

It is easy to see that Fn(- ■•)=F„_1(- • •, («3_1;tt^h,,
When tj=l and some oc¿=(0, 1) we have
F,((«o,

a0), • • • , («3, a3))Fn_3((«3+1,

a,), • • -) if i,=0.

a3+1), • • • , («„, an))

m\ri(c')f(K, ■■-, h,)f(hj+y,••-,«„)
" \g(!h, •■-, h,)r¡(d)f(hj+y,••-,«„)
= r¡(c')f(h,---,h,)f(hj+y,---,hn)
= Fn((«0,

if i £j,
if i > j

a0), • • • , («„, aj)

where d=domain «3=range n3+1.So Fis indeed a shm map and it reduces

a map from B(CxJ) to BD. Although BCxI=BCxBJ is not homeomorphic to B(CxJ), we only need a map p from BCx BJ to B(CxJ) with
the properties that
p((h0, ty,---,

hn), 0) = ((«„, 0), • • • , (hn, 0))

MOV ty,'-',

hn), 1) = ((«o, 1), • • • , (hn, 1))-

and
Recall from Segal [3] that B(C)=B(CN) where i? is the classifying functor
of Segal, A^is the set of natural numbers and CN is the subcategory of
A^xC obtained by deleting all the morphism of the form («, c)-*(«, c')
except the identity morphism. Let y> be the functor from HNxJN to

(h, «)) where i+j

is the

unique morphism from domain /'+domain j to Range i+Range/

(HxJ)N

defined by tp((i, h), (j, a))=(i+j,

It is

easily checked that p=By:BHxBJ=B(HN)xB(JN)=B(HNxJN)->B(HxJ)N=B(HxJ)
has the desired properties. (Note that B does
commute with products in the category of fc-spaces.)
Corollary

9.

For any inner shm map <p=gv,M on H, Btp~Biin.

Proof.
Let 9?' be Rhh■x (see Lemma 5). Then h'cp'n=tpnh' for all n and
the hypothesis of Theorem 8 is satisfied by taking r¡(H)=h' where H is
now the unique object of the category H. Hence, by Theorem 8, Lemma 5
and a theorem of Fuchs [2, p. 212], we have Bcp~Bcp' ~¡,5idfl. where
"~„" means homotopy preserving base point. Q.E.D.
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Proof.
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The classifying functor B induces a functor from Jf e to F'.

This is a direct consequence of the theorem on p. 212 of Fuchs

[2] and Corollary 9.
On the other hand, suppose iX, x0) and iY,y0) are connected base
pointed topological spaces. Recall that the Moore loop functor Q and
the inclusion functor J: Hom(//, H)^->shm iH, H\ give rise to a map
/Ü : [iX, x„), i Y, y0)]-+shm (Q(Jf\ x0), Q( Y, y0)),.

Proposition

11. JO. is a well-defined map from [iX, x0), iY,y0)]' to

shm (Í2(A\ x0), ü(y, y0))c where [ , ]' denotes the free homotopy classes
of base point preserving maps.

Proof. Let /and g:iX, x0)-+iY, y0) be maps preserving base point.
Let K:XxI->-Y be a homotopy from/to g. Define a loop a in Q.iY,y0)
by cr(i)=^(x0, t). Let / be the path from ë to a ■a~l in Q( Y, y0) such that
¡is)=os ■o'1 where as=cr/[0, s]. To show Í2/is completely shm homotopic
to £lg, we observe there is a shm homotopy y>from ç»7-i,ff,j° Q/to Q.g

as follows.
WniK ■■■»K) = aTKis, hx)list) • ■■¡istn_x)Kis, hn)as

where Kis, h,)it)=Kis, A<(0)e Q(Y,yJ.

Note that 9»£2/(«0,• • • , hn)=

a~lQfihx)litx) • • • litn_x)Dfihn)a since £2/is a homomorphism,

cf. Fuchs

[2, p. 200].
4. Proof of Theorem 1. Since BH and BH are connected CW-complexes, every map from BH to BH is homotopic to a map in
[BH, b; BH, b]', the free homotopy classes of base preserving maps, see
Spanier [4, p. 380]. It is sufficient to show B: shm iH, H)C-+[BH, b; BH, b]'
is one-to-one and onto. The ontoness follows from a theorem of Fuchs
which says ß:shm (//, H)^—>-[BH,b; BH, b] is onto. To show B is one-toone, we suppose Bf~Bg. Then by Proposition 11 we have (pa-i.„.i0
JClBf c^snmJQ.Bg. By a theorem of Fuchs [2, p. 215], we have shm iso-

morphisms A:H^-Q.BHand Ä:H-+Q.BHsuch that

g ~8hmÄ-UQBgA~shmÄ-^JÜBfA ~ Ä-iyÄÄ-VOBfA~shmÄ^tpÄf.
In order to show f~c g, it now only remains to prove Ä~^cpÄis shm
homotopic to an inner shm homomorphism on H. First observe that we
may assume Ä~l carries identity to identity, see Fuchs [2, pp. 215, 222].

Let /' be the path in H such that Vit)=Ä~\li2t)) if O^t^i
Ä-^ia, 2r-l,o-1)

if \^t<\.

and /'(*)=

Then /' is a path from ë to hh' where
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«=^'_1(o-)and«'=/f_1(cr'1).
Denote çVa.i' dv <P- The proof will be completed if we show the following diagram is shm homotopy commutative.

_

H->-

<p'

_

H

JC1BH—?-+JÙBH
Recall the definition of composition of shm maps, we have
C4-1Ç>)n(flo»ty,---

, t„, h„)

= Ä-l(O-*h0l(2ty)■■■l(2ttyhfi, 2th+y - 1, • • • ,
2tij+y-l,tr-%fi.y---l(2tn)hnO),

(tp'Ä-^ho,

ty, ■■■ , tn, hn)

= h'Ä-\h„ 2tx, ■■-, 2th, hh)l'(2tii+y - 1) • • •
l'(2ti&y - l)Ä-\hi&y, ■■-, 2tn, «„)«
where til+1, ■■■, tij+1 e [£, 1] and tt e [0, £] otherwise (note again our ti
is equivalent to Fuchs' l—tf). Finally we leave to the reader to check the
following map rp is a shm homotopy from Ä^tp to q>'Ä~l, i.e. y)°=Ä~1cp
and y!1= cp'Ä~1.

V'ÂK h,'-', tn, hn)
= Ä-\d-\ s, «o,s2íls I((l - s)2ty)hy,■■-, 2tiv /((l - ¿ntJK, s,
Qs(2til+y - 1), s, • • -, s, Q%2ti¡+X- 1), s, hii+x,
s2tií+2, ■■■, s2tn, /((l - s)2tn)h J

where Q3: I^-Hx IxH and

Q\t) = (ë, 0, 1(1- s + It))
= (o-,(2í - s)l(2 - s), o'1)

if 2í = s,
if s ^ 2í.

In general Qs may not be a well-defined map, but it is well defined when
composing

with Ä~x because Ä~l(- • • , Qs(t), • • ■)=Än~ix(- ■■, ocr1, • • •)

when s=2t. Note also that Äx1Qi(t)=i'(t) and Q°(t)=(a, t, er1). Q.E.D.
In the previous proof we have in fact proved
Proposition
12. If A:H->-H is a shm isomorphism, then it carries
homotopy classes of inner shm maps on H to homotopy classes of inner

shm maps on H.
Corollary 2 is a consequence of Theorem 1 and Proposition 4.
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